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PRIME MINISTER’S SPEECH AT THE NATIONAL DAY

CELEBRATION OF TANJONG PAGAR COMMUNITY CENTRE
ON THURSDAY, 16 AUGUST 1984

I WHAT IS LIFE AND SOCIETY ABOUT?

WHAT IS GOVERNMENT ABOUT?

A human being has to first satisfy his physical needs like food, water,

clothing.  Second, he seeks safety, to feel secure and protected.  Third, he needs

to belong, to be accepted.  Fourth, he needs esteem and recognition.  Fifth, he

needs and seeks self-development, intrinsic fulfillment of his artistic, aesthetic or

creative nature.

The lower of these five needs must first be satisfied before he seeks the

higher needs.  Further, if a person at a high level of needs and fulfillment is

suddenly set back, then his lower needs will again dominate, eg if whilst fishing

your cabin cruiser is blown out to sea, you will be suddenly forced to fight for

survival and forget all about self-development and fulfillment of your creative

impulses.

Men cannot satisfy these needs by himself.  He needs the support and

organization of a tribe, or of government, to achieve this.  Modern technology
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requires specialization in a wide range of disciplines.  A high-tech society needs

so much knowledge and so much skills.  Only an efficient and effective

government can provide the framework in which peoples can fulfil their needs.

These are two different approaches to this question of how a government

sets about achieving the needs of its people.  In the first group are governments

where politics is made to serve the economic, social and cultural needs of the

people, as in Japan since the Second World War.  In the second group are

governments where politics subordinates the economic, social, cultural and all

other goals in their drive to achieve their ideological ideal, as in Mao Tse-tung’s

China in which the pursuit of ideology dominated everything.  Mao’s China was

an extreme example.  Some countries, less extreme, nevertheless do place more

emphasis on the forms of government, like democratic parliaments, than the

substance of economic and social goals.

For example, India and Sri Lanka place, or used to place, great emphasis

on democratic procedures and debates and arguments.  Political parties are

elected in regular elections and regularly form fractious governments.  In their

Parliaments, interminable debates are the proud manifestations of democracy.

The price is less efficient government and less economic progress.
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On the other hand, countries like South Korea and Taiwan have placed

secondary emphasis on parliamentary or democratic forms.  Their primary

emphasis is on order, stability, the economic improvement of their peoples, and

the raising of their educational and cultural standards.  They have more effective

government and greater economic progress.

The supreme example of total emphasis on economic needs is Hongkong,

where no politics is allowed to interfere with the pursuit of wealth and economic

goals.  So Hongkong has proposed, until her recent problems over the future.

II SINGAPORE: OUR OBJECTIVES ARE:

First, to provide the basics so that our people can lead healthy lives and

find their fulfillment in a high quality environment; second, a tranquil and stable

environment for personal and political freedoms for the overwhelming majority.

In other words, our priorities are first law and order, the foundations for an equal

before the law, and rewards awarded and the punishments inflicted are fair.  The

government has placed primary emphasis on equal opportunities for education,

health, housing, and jobs, paid in accordance with the value of work, facilities for

recreational and cultural pursuits.
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If we had got our priorities wrong, if we had placed emphasis on

democratic forms instead of economic substance, we would never have reached

this present stage of our development.  Because we had our priorities right, we

now have a fair measure of both economic substance and democratic forms.

Singapore’s history has shaped us.  In colonial times, we never had any

vote.  The Governor was appointed by the British.  He governed through the

Chief Secretary and the Colonial Service officers, and the laws enforced by the

Police.

We started voting for leaders in a tentative way in 1955, when one British

subject had one vote, regardless of whether that British subject was a Britisher

born in Britain or an Indian born in India.  Chinese born in China were out

because China was not British.  Chinese born in Hongkong were in because like

India, Hongkong was British.  In 1959, we registered large numbers of Singapore

long term residents as citizens.  That was the first experience of one Singapore

citizen one vote.  We had five general elections since.  This is the sum total of

our experience in representative politics.

There is no money politics, whether for Ministers or MPs.  There is no

system of spoils.  You do not need large sums of money to run for elections as
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you do in Thailand or Philippines or Malaysia.  Spending is unnecessary and the

limits are enforced, i.e. 50 cents per voter.  In 1959, we abolished the use of cars

to transport voters to polling booths and we made voting compulsory.  I

persuaded the government, then under Mr Lim Yew Hock as Chief Minister, that

with the communists so well organized that it was better to have compulsory

voting and to disallow the use of cars and make money unimportant, since

anyway the communists were going to be well organized in getting their voters to

the polls.

What is more, we have kept politics clean.  We have weeded out all black

sheep amongst MPs, even one Minister of State.  Anybody around whom there is

the slightest taint of corruption or dishonesty is removed.

Recently, we persuaded a graduate, who is a journalist, to be a candidate

for the next elections.  He went through a stretch of soul-searching.  He decided

to take up the responsibility.  He explained it this way : In Malaysia, Dr Mahathir

complained of more politics.  He warned of dangers of using vast sums of money

to buy voters to get elected on to the UMNO Supreme Council.  To be elected is

the way to power and to wealth.  This journalist found it ironic that in Singapore

no one was fighting to be elected either into the Central Executive Committee of

the PAP or into Parliament.  There was no money to be made.  Therefore, he
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concluded, if people like him, who were able to prosper and who were promoted

on merit, refused to accept this responsibility, Singapore would be in trouble.

For then who will keep the system clean, honest and effective?  He would have

only himself to blame when things went wrong.  And he is right, for it is his

business to see that no dishonest or opportunistic or selfish and greedy types ever

get into positions of powers.

III YOUNGER SINGAPOREANS

Our last 25 years is history.  Our next 25 years is in part for us to

determine.  Younger Singaporeans are better educated.  They have more

knowledge, though that does not make them wiser.  But being better educated,

they can easily gain information;  they are able to read and acquire information in

newspaper, magazines, radio, television and through travel.  They want more

consultation and participation in the major decisions which affect their lives.  I

believe this is a sign of growing maturity.  It is a change which can be positive.

For Singapore can only be defended if Singaporeans accept the responsibility for

its defence through National Service.  For Singapore can only prosper if there is

widespread support for, and participation in, the implementation of the policies of

the Government.
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The percentage of the younger Singaporeans, who in 1959 had full school

certificates and who in 1983 got its equivalent, at least 5 ‘O’ levels, has

increased from about 6% to 35%, six times more.  In 1983, 8% of the younger

Singaporeans reached university, 11% reached ‘A’ levels.  For the 65% who do

not make 5 ‘O’s, information has to be presented more simply.  Hence amongst

the Chinese-educated, Shin Min and Wan Bao are more popular than Zao Bao

with blue-collar workers.  Therefore, I believe there is a  need for an English

language paper which is the equivalent of Shin Min or Wan Bao for English-

educated blue-collar workers.  No single newspaper can cater for both the

university graduate and VITB graduate.  More information, presented simply in

small amounts everyday, through the newspapers, radio and television, can give

everyone a better understanding of our problems and the alternative solutions.

By giving people more information, they are able to understand the

thinking behind policies and decisions.

But however well informed, on matters of national security and survival,

people the world over have to depend on their leaders, persons whose integrity,

ability, knowledge and judgment they can trust.
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There is an important change in our younger Singaporeans with long-term

implications.  They are more English-educated than Chinese or Malay-educated.

Subconsciously they tend to compare Singapore with the developed English-

speaking countries - Britain, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, and even America;

that is where more and more go for their holidays.  They are more familiar with

these countries and some of them may take them as models, quite forgetting our

different national temperament, culture and traditions.

On the other hand the Chinese-educated are conscious of their different history

and different traditions.  They look at China, Taiwan, Hongkong, and they know

that they have different roots.  They have heard that a lychee tree planted in the

tropics produces rambutans.  It may be apocryphal.  Nevertheless it cautions

them from blindly following or aping the West.
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The question is whether one-man-one-vote will continue to work in

Singapore under different leaders?  I believe it can, provided we can get sincere,

honest and able men to run for elections, and also provided we make adjustments

from time to time to meet the changing conditions of our society.  We are multi-

racial, multi-lingual, multi-cultural.  Compared to the developed countries, we are

at a different, as yet immature, stage of unity and nationhood.  Unlike other

countries, Singapore needs every Singaporean to be willing defenders of

Singapore.  Otherwise we cannot survive.  To have the wherewithal to defend

Singapore, we need a thriving economy.  To achieve this, we need willing and

productive workers.  This means workers must participate in the way the

government helps them to get jobs, to increase their skills, their knowledge, their

productivity and to increase their incomes.

On Sunday, at this year’s National Day Rally, I shall describe how some

plans we launched in 1964 have made us more confident of working the one-

man-one-vote system and how, if properly developed, they can stabilize our

fledgling democratic system.
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Chart

Failed PSLE
15%

Did not make
3 'O' Levels

40%

Passed PSLE
85%

Made 3 or 4 'O'
Levels         10%

Made 5 or
more 'O'
Levels

35% Made 2 'A' & 2 'O'
+ GP (or EL2)

11% Made University 8%

HIGHEST EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT FOR YOUNG SINGAPOREANS, 1983


